At present, there are many problems to be solved in the study of residential land price evaluation, such as the imbalance of residential land price data categories, the small sample of residential land price data sets, the possibility of the evaluation model falling into the local optimal value, and the large error of feature quantification. This paper introduces the problems in the process of residential land price evaluation from three aspects: land price data, evaluation model and feature quantification. In this paper, an extraction method for land price features based on transfer learning is proposed in connection with defects such as the small total amount of residential land price data and unbalanced class distribution, and different land price assessment models are used to carry out a precision evaluation and explore the models and methods suitable for land price assessment. In this paper, the extraction method for residential land price features is improved. The experimental results show that the extraction algorithm for land price features based on transfer learning has better classification accuracy than the commonly used principal component analysis and extraction method and linear normalization method, with a mean average precision 10.9% and 4.73% higher, respectively. The optimal feature set classification accuracy reached 90.28%; therefore, the algorithm for residential land price assessment proposed in this paper is able to satisfy the precision requirement of actual land price assessment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Land price evaluation research in foreign countries is earlier.
Although the system is different, there are three main methods used at present, namely market method, cost method and income method [1] . Although China started later than the developed countries, it has carried out a wealth of research and Practice on land price evaluation and achieved many innovative results, which are embodied in paying more attention to the combination of multi field technical methods, the combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, and the application of modern information technology and software in land price evaluation [2] . At present, the research of land evaluation in China is almost concentrated on comprehensive land, and the research on residential land evaluation is relatively less, while residential land is quite different from commercial land and industrial land [3] . Most of the case studies of evaluation are based on the land price that has been The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rongbo Zhu . transacted. Qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis are used to establish the evaluation method [4] . However, the land price that has been transacted in the actual transaction process is often not reasonable and accurate. It is because the land price that has been transacted is subject to nonobjective factors such as competitors' quotation, leaders' risk preference, their own technical strength, brand effect, cost control ability, etc. Taking the actual transaction price of land open market as the judgment standard will affect the credibility of the results [5] .
There are many methods for processing land price data, including methods such as linear normalization and principal component analysis (PCA), but these methods do not adequately address the challenges that the constraint of the small samples in land price data brings to model training [6] . In consideration of the characteristics of land price data (such as a small sample size, class imbalance, and the difficulty of data acquisition) and housing price data (such as abundant data, a balanced class distribution, and the ease of acquisition), a transfer learning algorithm is introduced in this Paper [7] . Based on the high degree of correlation between housing price and land price data, the action rules of the influencing factors of housing prices are transferred to the land price data, which weakens the challenge that the defect of small samples in the land price data poses to model training [8] . To this end, the theory of transfer learning is first introduced in this paper. Then, the organization methods and training methods for deep belief networks are studied, after which the correlation between housing prices and land prices is introduced. Finally, a feature extraction algorithm for transfer learning is proposed.
The traditional land price evaluation method needs a lot of time to collect a large number of samples because of its complex operation process, which results in low efficiency, long period and large error. This paper mainly studies the feasibility and effectiveness of artificial neural network in urban residential land price evaluation. Considering the difficulty of urban housing price data collection, and the need to spend a lot of manpower and material resources, based on the high correlation between housing price and land price, this paper uses transfer learning technology to apply the characteristic knowledge contained in housing price data to land price evaluation, in order to quickly and accurately evaluate urban housing price.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows: 1) According to the characteristics of small sample and unbalanced data in land price data set, the migration learning strategy is introduced to reduce the challenge of model training brought by sample data defects. 2) According to the correlation between housing price and land price, a feature transfer learning algorithm based on housing price data is proposed, which provides a new solution for feature extraction of small sample land price data set. 3) To solve the problem of principal component selection of principal component analysis method, the traditional method is changed to select principal component directly according to the eigenvalue greater than 1, and the strategy of cross examination is proposed to determine the principal component suitable for land price classification, so as to improve the effect of principal component analysis method on land price feature extraction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discuss related work, followed by proposed model based on artificial intelligence in section III. Section IV conducts model comparison and result analysis. Section V concludes the paper with summary and future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Ma et al. reviewed the land evaluation in western countries and the development of agricultural land appraisal, as well as the research on datum land price in China [1] . Burton et al. preliminarily summarized the influencing factors of land price evaluation [2] . In view of the shortcomings of market comparison method in factor correction and weight determination, Boulay modified the expert method and AHP by introducing fuzzy variable weight method, improved the original land price evaluation method, and improved the accuracy of the results [3] . Based on the application demand and data field theory, Murphy studied the method of integrating 'interpolation method' and 'factor method' in the process of urban grid land price evaluation [4] . Rui analyzed land grading and evaluation methods [5] . On this basis, combined with GIS technology, Senders applied acrcad software to the preliminary software design and development of urban land grading and evaluation [6] . Keating and Nourbakhsh made a detailed introduction and analysis of GIS technology, on the basis of which, using the statistical data of the traded plots, using Kriging interpolation method to build a threedimensional model of land price evaluation [7] . According to the characteristics of small towns, Hurlburt analyzed the influencing factors of land price, and compared the current commonly used evaluation methods [8] . Fleming selected the benchmark land price coefficient correction method and income reduction method to evaluate the value of block A, and compared the differences between the two methods [9] . Zhang et al. analyzed the land price evaluation information system of Germany in detail, and established the land price evaluation information system suitable for the actual economic development of his country by referring to its relevant knowledge and methods [10] . Based on the detailed analysis of the theory, principle and method of land price evaluation, He et al. studied the main problems existing in the current land price evaluation [11] . Chen put forward corresponding improvement measures and countermeasures for the existing problems [12] .
In addition to the study of land price method, there are many researches on land price evaluation technology [13] - [16] . Based on the research of computer technology, database and advanced language, Chen et al. established the land price evaluation information system, which improved the information level of land price evaluation [17] . Based on the study of the benchmark land price, Zhang et al. used the spatial local interpolation Kriging method, improved the evaluation method, improved the efficiency and accuracy [18] . Sakai conceived to use GIS technology and artificial neural network in the process of land price prediction in order to improve the accuracy, automation and informatization of the evaluation [19] . The GWR Model proposed by Lee and Choi provides a new method for the study of land price [20] . Niu and Liu made use of the demographic data, the second level land data of the land and political situation based on multilayer modeling and neural network to carry out the prediction experiments of the residential price in this area, and verified the accuracy advantage of neural network in predicting the land price according to the prediction results [21] . Foldvary and Minola considered influential factors such as oil revenue, informal market rate and housing service price index compare the performance of fuzzy regression and neural network on housing price [22] . Wang and Hui draw the conclusion that the average absolute percentage error of neural network model is superior to fuzzy regression model, and verify the neural network model in identifying urban housing price factor and land price [23] . Han et al. compared the performance of artificial neural network and comprehensive autoregressive moving average model in apartment price prediction [24] . Lin and Zhang showed that the average square error of artificial neural network was lower than other models, and verified the advantages of artificial neural network [25] .
To sum up, in the current practice of land appraisal, most appraisers choose transaction cases based on subjective experience, which not only requires higher professional quality of practitioners, but also has greater subjective randomness [26] . In view of this problem, some scholars put forward quantitative selection methods such as cluster analysis, regression analysis, grey correlation analysis, fuzzy mathematics, etc. Because of the fuzzy selection of transaction cases, the fuzzy mathematical method is made Many scholars pay attention to the method, and the existing research shows that the comparative transaction examples obtained by calculating the closeness degree can evaluate the price of the object to be appraised more accurately [27] . Some scholars consider the difference of the influence of the characteristic factors on the land price in the evaluation process, and quantify it, and then introduce the characteristic weight into the calculation model of the fuzzy closeness degree, which significantly improves the price of the object to be appraised. However, in this part of the study, qualitative methods such as AHP and expert scoring are generally used to determine the feature weight, which still has certain subjective randomness [28] . And with the passage of time and space, the influence degree of each influence feature on land price may change, and the feature weight also needs to be adjusted to meet the actual situation. Land price evaluation is a complex nonlinear system, the dynamic learning mechanism of weight must be established. Neural network method has obvious advantages in solving this kind of problems, and the existing research also verifies the feasibility of using the artificial neural network method to establish the weight learning mechanism [29] .
III. PROPOSED MODEL BASED ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
A. ASSESSMENT MODEL BASED ON BP NEURAL NETWORK 1) PROPOSED SCHEME BP neural network is a kind of widely used artificial neural network [30] . It is a multilayer feedforward network trained by error back propagation algorithm. It uses the cost function to calculate the gradient by running backward in the network. The network usually has only one input layer and one output layer. The number of hidden layers depends on the specific problems. For each training set, the network weight will be updated once to minimize the error between the predicted output and the actual output of the network. The error will be allocated to each hidden layer from the output layer to the input layer in reverse, and their weights will be reset to reduce their errors. This is the back-propagation algorithm. BP neural network consists of two parts: one is information forwarding, and the other is error reverse transfer between expected output and actual output. In BP neural network algorithm, in order to make the hidden layer can be used in various functions, it must need nonlinear activation function of multiple layers ( Figure 1 ).
The steps of BP algorithm are as follows: 1) Determine the loss function:
where θ j is the threshold value of the jth node of the output layer; β j is the input value of the j-th node of the output layer; w hj is the connection weight of the H-th node of the hidden layer and the j-th node of the output layer; b h is the output of the h-th node of the hidden layer; q is the number of hidden layer nodes; d is the number of input layer nodes. Then the root mean square error of the network on the sample is
2) Determine parameter adjustment strategy BP algorithm adjusts parameters according to gradient descent method
3) Calculate the gradient ∂E k ∂θ of the output layer threshold θ j ,ŷ k directly influence E k , θ j directly influence E k , θ j directly influenceŷ k , using the chain rule
From the above formula, we get
The activation function is a sigmoid function
Through calculating,
Marked as
4) Calculate the connection weight w hj from hidden layer to output layer ∂E k ∂w hj ,ŷ k j directly influence E k , β j directly influenceŷ k j , w hj directly influence β j , using the chain rule
6) The threshold gradient of hidden layer is mainly determined by the output of hidden layer neurons, the threshold gradient of output layer and the connection weight between hidden layer and output layer [30] . In a multilayer forward network, the threshold gradient g (m) h of hidden layer is expressed as the threshold gradient of m layer, the output of neurons in the hidden layer b (m) h is expressed as that of neurons in the m layer, the connection weight of hidden layer and output layer w (m+1) hj is expressed as the weight of M + 1 layer, the output layer threshold gradient g
That is the connection weight gradient of the current layer depends on the threshold gradient of the current layer neurons and the output of the upper layer neurons. 7) As long as we know the threshold gradient of the upper layer neuron, we can calculate the current layer neuron threshold gradient and the connection weight gradient, we can calculate the output layer neuron threshold gradient, so we can calculate the neuron threshold and the connection weight gradient of the whole network, so as to achieve the purpose of training the network [31] .
B. ASSESSMENT MODEL BASED ON SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM) 1) SELECTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
As present, there are many platforms and toolkits for implementing the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm, such as the Support Vector Machine, LIBSVM, LIBLINEAR, and SVMlight packages in the machine learning library Scikit-Learn. LIBLINEAR is a million-level linear classifier for the implementation of data and features [32] . The Support Vector Machines in Scikit-Learn are implemented by Python, and dense and sparse sample vectors are provided as outputs [33] . In this paper, the LIBSVM toolbox is selected as the experimental tool; it integrates multiple functions such as support vector machines (C-SVC and NU-SVC), regression, and distribution estimation (One-Class SVM) and supports the classification of multiple classes.
2) SVM PARAMETER SETTINGS
In this paper, the implementation platform for the SVM algorithm is based on the MATLAB version of the LIBSVM toolbox. Although fewer parameters need to be adjusted in the SVM algorithm provided by the toolkit, many of the default parameters are provided. To achieve the best classification accuracy, the strategy of this paper is to test different kernel functions and the c parameter (penalty parameter) and g parameter (kernel function parameter) in Svmtrain to determine the model parameters of the SVM.
Through the cross-validation method, we find the optimal penalty parameter c and kernel function parameter g of Svmtrain in a certain ''sense''. The ''sense'' refers to the phenomenon that parameter c and parameter g just so happen to reach the highest accuracy in a cross-validation situation. The cross-validation experiment proves that when the penalty parameter c takes the value 2 and the kernel function parameter g takes the value 1, the entire SVM obtains the best classification result.
For the selection of the type of kernel function, some expert scholars have also provided some empirical conclusions, that is, if the number of features are not too different from the number of training samples, then the selection of the linear kernel is preferred; if the number of features and the number of samples have a normal relationship, then the selection of the Gaussian kernel is preferred; if the number of features are especially small and the number of samples are especially large, then more features need to be manually added to change it to the former situation. To select the kernel function with the highest accuracy, a comparison of the accuracies of the four common kernel functions is carried out in this paper. Using Dataset1 as the experimental data, testing and comparison are carried out on the four kernel functions, and the experimental results are as shown in Table 2 . It can be seen through the accuracies in the table that the land price data in this paper are linearly inseparable. The best performing kernel function of the SVM is the Radial Basis Function (Gaussian kernel). Therefore, the Gaussian kernel is used for the SVM classification kernel function of the three different types of feature sets in this paper (Table 1) .
To address the class imbalance of the land price dataset, the same processing method as for the BP neural network experiment is used-the repeated oversampling method-to extend the class that has fewer than the average number of training samples so that it has the average number of training samples of all classes.
IV. MODEL COMPARISON AND RESULT ANALYSIS A. DETERMINING THE NETWORK STRUCTURE 1) DETERMINING THE NETWORK INPUT LAYER AND OUTPUT LAYER
In consideration of the varying gaps between different classes, for the residential land price classes input to the BP neural network, the numerical values 1-7 are used as the land price classes to identify the variables. Therefore, the node number for the output layer in the last layer of the BP neural network is one [29] .
For Dataset1, the number selected for the land price feature factors of the sample points in this paper is 16, so there are still 16 feature factors after normalization. These 16 normalized factors are used as the input data for the BP neural network, and the node number for its input layer is 16. Dataset 2 contains low-dimensional data obtained through the PCA of Dataset1, which has retained a large portion of the information from the original data while removing the correlation between the original data factors and reducing the data redundancy [30] . To select the principal components suitable for the land price classification, 3-10 principal components have been included in the selection in this paper to undergo classification tests. Thus, the data input into the input layer of the BP neural network has 3-10 dimensions-a total of eight situations. Therefore, for the Dataset2 feature set, there are eight situations (3-10 nodes) for the number of nodes in the input layer for training by the BP neural network model. The output layer, the same as for the Dataset1 feature set, has only one node [12] .
The Dataset 3 feature set has six different sub feature datasets. Different sub datasets contain different numbers of dimensions. The number of feature dimensions of each sub feature dataset is the same as the number of nodes for the corresponding layer in the transfer learning model [31] . In this paper, there are mainly three different node numbers for the hidden layer. For the 16-20-20-20-7DBN structure, the number of new feature data dimensions in the output of its three hidden layers are all 20, so the number of nodes in the corresponding input layers of the BP neural network is 20. For the 16-12-12-10-7DBN model, the numbers of new feature data output dimensions of the first hidden layer and the second hidden layer are both 12, and their corresponding BP neural network input nodes are 12. For the feature data output by the third hidden layer, the output feature data has only 10 dimensions, so the number of nodes in the corresponding input layer of the BP neural network model is 10.
2) DETERMINING THE INTERMEDIATE LAYERS
At present, when most scholars use the BP neural network to assess land prices, they use a single hidden layer BP neural network. In this paper, the single hidden layer BP neural network is also used to fit and assess the urban residential land prices. While determining the number of intermediate layers, the strategy of testing the numbers of nodes in the different intermediate layers is used to determine the numbers of neurons in the different intermediate layers. Using Layer1 of the 16-12-12-10-7 feature set as an example, after carrying out many studies on the different numbers of nodes in the intermediate layer, the relationship between the number of nodes in the intermediate layer and the classification accuracy of the BP neural network is as shown in Table 2 .
When the number of nodes in the hidden layer is 7 or 8, the BP neural network cannot achieve convergence. To find the optimal number of nodes in the hidden layer, different numbers of nodes in the hidden layer between 7 and 20 are tested. The number of trainings in the table refers to the number of times used by the network to achieve convergence; the mean square error is a function that assesses the network performance after network training, and a smaller value indicates that the network performance is better (Figure 2 ). In the MATLAB neural network toolbox, the frequently used node transfer functions are the Tansig function, Purelin function, and Logsig function. For selecting the node transfer function of the network, a strategy of testing the node transfer functions is used in this paper to separately evaluate the prediction errors of the different transfer functions, and then the node transfer function with the smallest prediction error is used. The experimental results show that the logarithmic sigmoid transfer function Logsig is selected for the transfer function of the BP neural network hidden layer, the Trainlm function of the Levenberg-Marquardt BP training algorithm is selected to be the training function, the Mse function is used as the performance function, and the Learndm function is used as the weight adjustment rule. When the Tansig function is selected to be the node transfer function of the output layer, the network achieves optimal performance.
Since the land price dataset of this paper has class imbalance, in order to overcome this shortcoming, when using cross-validation, if the number of training samples of a certain class is less than the average sample number of all classes, then the training samples of the class are extended to the average sample number of all classes by using the oversampling method; that is, repeatedly inputting samples into the model training to solve the sample data imbalance problem.
B. RESULTS ON SVM MODEL
To reduce the effect of artificial dataset division on the assessment precision of the model, fivefold cross-validation is used for each dataset in this experiment. Figure 3 is based on the data of Layer1 for the 16-20-20-20-7 feature set. The SVM experimental results are shown in Figure 3 .
To avoid the error introduced by artificially dividing the dataset, for the land price assessment by the BP neural network, we use the cross-validation method to validate the performance of the eight datasets in the BP neural network and take the mean value as the assessment precision of a certain feature set; we also use the confusion matrix, overall precision, and kappa coefficient as precision assessments.
Using Layer1 of the 16-12-12-10-7 feature set as an example, the experimental results are as shown in Figure 4 .
The number of decision trees is an important parameter in a random forest model. Setting different numbers of decision trees will generate major differences in the generalization performance of the random forest model. To reduce the randomness of the parameter setting for the random forest and enhance the generalization performance, a discussion of the number of decision trees is carried out. That is, for random forests with varying numbers of decision trees, 100 different random forest models are separately and randomly established, and the classification accuracy of these 100 different models is sought. The average classification accuracy of these 100 randomly constructed models is taken as the classification accuracy of 68 trees containing that number of decisions. Using the Layer3 CS1 of the 16-12-12-10-7 feature set as an example.
It can be seen that, in comprehensive consideration of the model training time and training accuracy, selecting between 200 and 400 intermediate decision trees is the most ideal for this layer. Therefore, 300 decision trees are used in this paper. The optimal number of decision trees for the other feature sets can be found in the same manner.
In addition, since the dataset of this paper has a class imbalance problem, when carrying out cross-validation model training, the same processing method is used to carry out repeated oversampling on the class with a small total number of training samples to make the number of training samples in this class reach the average sample number for all classes in the training data.
C. EVALUATION OF MODEL PERFORMANCE
The class decision of the random forest is based on the number of supports for each class by all the decision trees in the random forest. The class with the highest number of decision trees in a sample is used as the class of the sample. Therefore, it is necessary to study the quantitative distribution of all decision trees in the test sample in order VOLUME 7, 2019 to judge the classification performance of the random forest. Even if a certain sample is correctly classified, it is also necessary to know the degree of support for that class by all the decision tress because, although a certain sample may be correctly classified, it is possible that there may be little difference between the number of decision trees that support the correct classification of this sample and the number of decision trees for the other classes; in this case, the generalization performance of the trained random forest model is not good. If a certain sample is wrongly classified and the wrongly classified class receives a high number of votes but the number of decision trees for the actual class is very small, then the generalization of the trained random forest model is very poor, and it is not suitable for predictive judgment. Conversely, if a certain sample is wrongly classified but there is not a great difference between the number of decision trees supporting the correct classification of this sample and the number of decision trees supporting the other classes, even if there is error classification, it is still deemed acceptable, that is, the generalization performance of the random forest is acceptable.
The number of decision trees that the random forest model for Layer3 CS1 of the 16-12-12-10-7 feature set has for the correct class is shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen that 39 of the 43 test samples are correctly classified. 34 samples of those that are correctly classified have more than 150 decision trees, and the other 5 also have approximately 150 decision trees. Of the four wrongly classified decisions trees, there are approximately 150 decision trees for three of the samples, and only one sample is comparatively far away from the warning VOLUME 7, 2019 line of 150 trees. This illustrates that the trained random forest has comparatively good generalization performance ( Figure 5 ).
For evaluating the precision of the random forest model, the same precision evaluation indicators as for the BP neural network and the SVM classification model are used-the confusion matrix, overall accuracy (OA), and kappa coefficient. The highest average classification accuracy of the PCA feature set in the random forest is obtained from the first nine principal components, 81.02%, and the kappa coefficient is 77.4%. For the other feature sets, a similar method can be used to obtain the corresponding overall classification accuracy and the kappa coefficient; the results are shown in Figure 6 .
It can be determined that the highest classification accuracy of the random forests is obtained by layer3 of the 16-12-12-10-7 feature set, 90.28%, which is higher than that of the Dataset1 feature set by 15.74%. In the feature sets extracted by the two transfer learning models, the shorter the distance is to the classification layer, the better the classification effect for the extracted land price feature set. The highest average classification accuracy of Dataset2 is obtained by the first nine principal components, and it is higher than the accuracy obtained by the first two experimental methods. On the whole, the classification accuracy of the random forest model is higher than those obtained by the BP neural network and the SVM model. Therefore, among these three models, the random forest model is the most suitable for land price classification. It can be determined from the kappa classification coefficient that, in the random forest model, the classification accuracy for the feature set based on transfer learning is higher than that based on the PCA method or the normalization method, and the feature extraction result of the reduced-dimension network structure is better than that of the extended network structure.
An assessment of the feature extraction effect of a dataset cannot be performed from the classification results of only one model. To comprehensively evaluate the feature extraction effects of different algorithms in this paper, the average classification accuracy of three classification models is selected as the evaluation indicator for the feature extraction effects of different algorithms. The comprehensive classification accuracy results of the various feature sets in the three models are shown in Figure 7 .
The analysis of the results is carried out from two aspects: from the perspective of the model and from the perspective of the characteristics of the dataset.
Viewed from the perspective of the model, the classification accuracy of the random forest is the lowest, that of the SVM model is in the middle, and that of the BP neural network is the best. The low classification accuracy of the random forest is related to the following two factors. First, the total sample size is small. There are only 216 residential land price samples and only 7 land price classes, and there are very few training samples in the average allocation for each class. Second, the data are unbalanced. For example, there are only 11 samples for the seventh class in the land price samples, which is far smaller than the average number of samples of all classes. When these two data defects exist, it is very likely that overfitting will occur in the BP neural network. In this way, although the training accuracy is very high, the test accuracy will be very low. The amount of data for this type of training is small, which has a comparatively small effect on the SVM classification because the SVM model itself is suitable for small-sample classification. However, it is essentially a binary classifier; to process a problem with multiple classifications, it is necessary to construct multiple binary classifiers for a combined solution, which has the disadvantages of a long model training time and large amount of calculations. The random forest model, however, is a multiclass classifier with better noise tolerance that can overcome the noise that may be generated during the data quantification by the advantages of the model; it has the ability to process massive amounts of data and can carry out classification processing on high-dimensional data.
For the three different datasets, the feature extraction based on the transfer learning method proposed in this paper can essentially be said to have ''increased the number of training samples.'' Because of the high degree of correlation between the housing prices and residential land prices, the small land price dataset can learn the common features between the two from the large housing price domain, and then optimization and extraction can be carried out on the land price features to increase the classification accuracy. Upon carrying out low-price feature extraction using the PCA method and the normalization method, since PCA has a dimension-reducing and feature-extracting effect on the original data, it can extract the advanced features of the land price data and reduce the dimensions of the original datasets, which effectively reduces the running time during training and prevents the overfitting of the original normalized data that is input into the BP neural network. Therefore, viewed from the experimental results, the dataset processed by PCA has a higher precision than the original dataset.
Of the two transfer learning architectures used in this paper, one uses a dimension-reducing structure, 16-12-12-10-7, and the other structure has a diffusion-type structure, 16-20-20-20-7. From the experimental results, the classification accuracy for the feature set extracted by the dimensionreducing structure is generally higher than that for the feature set extracted by the diffusion-type structure. The dimensionreducing structure is more able to reduce the correlation between feature factors than the diffusion-type structure. The training duration will decrease due to the decreased data dimensions of the dimension-reducing type. Overall, for the feature sets generated by the two transfer learning structure models, the shorter the distance is from the classification layer, the higher the classification accuracy is for the extracted feature sets.
In comparing all the experimental results, the highest average classification accuracy for the land price is obtained by Layer3 of the 16-12-12-10-7 feature set, with an average classification accuracy of 90.28%, which meets the actual requirements of production and is approximately 16% higher than the average classification accuracy of the feature set obtained by linear normalization. Overall, good performance has been achieved on the three classification models by using the feature extraction algorithm of transfer learning proposed in this paper. At the same time, it can also be determined from the three experimental results that, among the three classification models of the BP neural network, SVM, and random forests, BP neural network model is the most suitable for land price classification.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, according to the land price feature extraction algorithm proposed in the previous text and by constructing classification models such as the BP neural network, SVM classifier, and random forests, the residential land prices in the research area are precisely classified and assessed. In this paper, preprocessing is first carried out on the collected residential land price data, and the PCA method is then used to extract the land price features. Then, the feature extraction algorithm proposed in this paper is used to carry out land price feature extraction. Finally, the three classifiers are used to carry out a classification accuracy assessment on the three classes of land price feature sets to verify the effectiveness of the feature extraction method of this paper.
(1) Due to the defects of the residential land price dataset, such as the small sample size and class imbalance, the transfer learning strategy is introduced to address the challenges in model training. According to the correlation between housing prices and land prices, a transfer learning algorithm based on the features of the housing price data is proposed to provide a new solution to enable the feature extraction of the small land price dataset.
(2) To determine the number of principal components for the PCA method, the traditional method is changed in a manner that directly selects the principal components according to an eigenvalue greater than 1, and a cross-validation strategy is proposed to determine the principal components suitable for the land price classification, which in turn enhances the feature extraction performance of the PCA method on land prices.
(3) According the actual situation of the land prices in Shenzhen, a rich and improved system of influencing factors for urban residential land is established. According to the various characteristics of the feature factors, different quantification models are proposed to provide a good data foundation for the high-precision assessment of residential land prices.
